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Dictionaries Used
Unless a different dictionary is specified, all definitions are from Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary at http://www.merriam-webster.com/

Terms specific to feudalism in the Americas from the 1500s to the 1700s
From the Oxford English Dictionary 
encomienda [Spanish colonies]
Sp., = commission, charge, n. corresp. to the vb. encomendar to commit, charge; cf. med.L. phr. in commendam (see COMMENDAM).]  
An estate granted to a Spaniard in America, with powers to exact taxation and corvée [See the indented definition below.] from the Indian inhabitants; such authority; a system derived from such authority.…
corvée 
Feudal Law. 
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(k{revc}
 


rve)  [F. corvée, in 13th c. also corowée:{em}
 


Romanic corvada, coruada (in a capitulary of Charlemagne):{em}
 


late L. corrog{amac}
 


ta: corrog{amac}
 


ta opera requested (i.e. requisitioned) work: f. L. corrog{amac}
 


re, f. cor- together, and intensive + rog{amac}
 


re to ask, request. Mediæval Latinized forms of the F. were corruweia, corrua, croata.]  
A day's work of unpaid labour due by a vassal to his feudal lord; the whole forced labour thus exacted; in France, extended to the statute labour upon the public roads which was exacted of the French peasants before 1776…[bold added]

From Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary at http://www.merriam-webster.com/
patron [Dutch colonies]
Dutch, from French patron : the proprietor of a manorial estate especially in New York originally granted under Dutch rule but in some cases existing until the mid-19th century 
Note: When the English took over the Dutch colony, New Amsterdam became New York. The new proprietor—the Duke of York, later the briefly the king of England—gave the Dutch “the choice of keeping their Dutch citizenship or becoming naturalized as English subjects” and he later “recognized preexisting titles to land” (including those patroonships). 

proprietor [English colonies]
one granted ownership of a colony (as one of the original American colonies) and full prerogatives of establishing a government and distributing land [Examples in the English colonies: the Carolinas, Maryland, New York, and Pennsylvania]

seigniory [French colonies] – plural seigniories
1: lordship, dominion; specifically : the power or authority of a feudal lord 
2: the territory over which a lord holds jurisdiction 

